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Engineer, which
do you want ...
field or desk?
Westinghouse
offers both.

Some of you fellows want to be
where it's invented. Near a com-
puter and a design desk. Fine.
Westinghouse has one of the
largest R&D operations in the
country. And 112 plants here, 74
abroad.
But a lot of you want to get into the
field. Fine. We're in everything

from power plant startups to elec-
tronic systems trouble-shooting.
It's an extensive, diversified list.
Hardhat country.
You can be sure if it's
Westinghouse. Write to George
Garvey, Westinghouse Education
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
An equal opportunity employer.

Westinghouse
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EDlTOR11\t:

The following is taken from the Professional
Practice Digest, Vol. 3, No.4.

URGENT NOTICE. The Office of the Registrar
has issued new procedures in regard to the late
registration fee. The Office of Professional
Development calls attention to the serious con-
sequences of late practice quarter registration
under the new Demand Analysis Registration
System.

If the student's Practice Quarter Registration
card is not postmarked by the date circled on the
current Professional Practice Calendar, the Office
of the Registrar will assess a late registration fee of
$5.00 for the first day and $1.00 a day for each
day beyond the deadline designated for postmark.
Failure to register could cost up to $75.00.

The student's college office has the responsi-
bility for the distribution of Practice Quarter
Registration cards during the school quarter
immediately preceeding the practice quarter.

Mails are not infallible. With the chances of a
very costly penalty fee assessment by the Univer-
sity Office of the Registrar is the Practice Quarter
Registration card is not received as scheduled, it is
strongly suggested that the Practice Quarter
Registration card be sent to the Career Dynamics
Center via Certified Mail for forwarding the
Registrar.

This is ridiculous! If a student is assessed with a
$75.00 fee, it would seem practical to simply not
register for that quarter and receive and "N" grade.
This would especially seem possible since there are
seven possible coop quarters, and only five are
needed for graduation.

Consider the Certified Mail solution. Students
are spending enough money to this University in
the way of extra fees, already, e.g. general fees,
parking decals and lockers. Would it not be even
better for our Mothers to pin the registration cards
to our shirts!

We have been told that the reason for our
registration under the DARS system, is so the
registrar can mail the "Enrollment Cards" to the
students for the current quarter. However, this
must not be working properly, since two cards
were mailed to the engineers on Section II last fall
quarter, and so far none have been received for the
winter quarter.

Once again, it seems that the Registrar has made
nothing but trouble for the students.

Brent Stiles ChE '75

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

COVER EXPLANATION

The cover design symbolizes
the trend in thinking which al-
lowed an energy crisis to develop.
Just as a long straight road ap-
pears to be endless, so have the
natural fuel resources be per-
ceived. When the road ends
abruptly at the edge of a cliff, one
tends to wonder how he could
have been so short-sighted. The
illusion of a limitless supply of
natural fuels has been aborted in a
similarly curt manner, and society
is now left to reflect on its lack of
fore-sight.

The problem is here today,
and it provides another area upon
which engineering must focus its
attention. The situation must not
only be rectified now, but it must
be protected against recurring in
the future. This projected plan-
ning of engineering is germane to
the science itself.

Terry O'Hara
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Calculator vs. Slide Rule?
To the Editor,

With the current tidal wave of electric cal-
culators coming into reality as permanent items,
there are some very obvious side effects; in essence,
history is repeating itself.

Approximately a generation ago, longhand
computations were made easier by more readily
available (cheaper) slide rules. Also, there were
those who could not afford them and had to make
do as best as possible. Today we are substituting
the calculator for the slide rule. This is certainly a
bigger change over seeing how you can buy
calculators priced over $400. Even though prices
have dropped as the market has increased, it still
takes a small investment of around $100 to get
something half decent in the way of a calculator.

The inequalities of the situation are full range
from those who spend 0 dollars to those who
spend $400. Aside from the fact that you can play
with the numbers till you get an answer that has to
be right, the time saved from the calculator in class
and out of class is very great.

Everyone who I know who has a calculator is
more and more thankful for it every quarter. No
more drudgery in cranking out those homework
problems and even those extra brownie point
problems. The calculator has come into its own
and has already become a permanent engineering
tool. It's advantages could probably be compared
to having a computor terminal in your room and
having to use computer cards in the basement at
Beecher.

Are the teachers doing anything about the
inequalities? To my knowledge, no. They don't
care if Joe Shmoe uses his $400 calculator and
finishes first, while others are sloshing around in
the numbers with no time to check answers. If you
understand the material it shouldn't matter, but if
you have a calculator chances are that you'll be
able to finish any test to the full level of your
incompetancy.

My answer to the problem is simple and is
already in use at UCLA and probably other
universities, calculators should be banned from all
classroom testing.

Those of you without a calculator, stand up and
be counted, probably by someone with a calcula-
tor; talk to your tribunal representatives or speak
yourself before your teachers and classmates. Only
this way will you help keep the cost of your
education down and keep the calculator from
bumping the slide rule off the freshman engineer-
ing supplies list.

Stephen Lang, ChE '75
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ANONYMITY GUARANTEED

Dear Editor,
Throughout the Fall quarter I spent a significant

amount of time talking with students of varied
majors in Engineering. In almost every case, the
individuals related specific situations in their de-
partments that they would like to have brought to
the attention of their department and the College
in general. Since such information could be of
great interest to the students, faculty, and ad-
ministration, I asked if the individuals would
consider writing a "Letter to the Editor". The
reply was the same in every instance. "I would, but
I don't want to get into trouble."

The trouble, of course, is a fear of retaliatory
retribution. This fear is unfounded. In each issue
an "Editor's Note is included at the end of the
"Letters" section. It states that all letters must be
signed, but that names will be withheld upon
request. The only reason that letters must be
signed is that, in some cases, letters must be
shortened due to space restrictions. The authors of
such letters will be informed if such a situation
arises. If it is requested that the author's name be
withheld, this request will be granted. No one with
the exception of the editor, will have access to the
name of the author. This restriction includes the
faculty and administration. I hope this corrects any
misconceptions about this magazine's "Letter"
policy. Remember, your anonymity is guaranteed,
so write on!

Name Withheld

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University, whether he is a student or fac-
ulty member, in or out of the College of Engineer-
ing. Letters may be concerned with anything you
feel our readership would be interested in. All
letters must be signed, but names will be withheld
on request. Please also include your organizational
affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 647, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

JANUARY, 1974



Jerry Taylor EE '74
Pat McKelvey EE '75

Micro-shock occurs when a small, perhaps even The neutral wire has a tendency to be above
unperceptible, current passes directly through the zero potentia! due to the ~hmic drop caused by the
heart of a patient causing fibrillation and some- current flowing through It. In power lines where
times death. (Fibrillation is the rapid, weak, quiver- th.ere is a heavy .current load, this ohmic drop can
ing of the heart.) Since micro-shock can be below raise the potential to several volts over relatively
the threshold of pain, the person who is endangered short distanc~s. This ~ame ~ffect would occur on
by it would perhaps not "feel a thing" until too the ground WIre were It subject to currents as high
late. as the currents in the neutral. Since nearly all

The danger of micro-shock occurs from elec- "grounded" equipment has some "leakage", the
trodes in or near the heart, where they provide a ground .wire does have some current flowing
direct path for current through the heart. This th~ough It. In the event that separate ground wires
current, of course, is derived from an external ~x~st for the various circuits in a room or building,
voltage. This external voltage will be in the AC It IS possible for these "grounds" to be a different
power line, a DC source (usually batteries), or a pote?tials due to varying amounts of current
static charge. The most basic problems concern the flowing through them, or due to different lengths
AC power line and batteries. of the wires.

GROUNDED POWER SYSTEM Th~ty microamperes is a leakage value of the
magnitude you might expect to find monitoring

The most common and the most familiar type of equipment. (An EKG, respiration rate monitor
AC po~er dis~ribution system is th~ "grounded bl.ood pressure monitor, etc.). This value alon~
system. (see figure 1). In the three-WIre grounded WIth the assumed line parameters (length and
system, there are wires at three different poten-
tials: the hot wire which is at the nominal line
voltage, usually 120 volts RMS 60 Hz; the . I' ..•.• ao us. /lP,PJ./~NCE A
"neutral" wire which is nominally at zero volts, 40 +
but in actuality may be at a high potential; and the" d"· hi h· h .. nf. •• ~J.fmtVgroun WIre W IC IS t eorctically at earth R=O.2.Q/St A
(zero) potential.

POWER TRANSMISSION LINES

+ J.7' :::::~.ua. ApPJJANCE B
~ +
~
~ IZTs= ..IC2.hH.V

GENERATOR / HOT ~

POWER CO.. ~
~ i 7C>-'JJ.iJ.. Ap"L.'AN~E C
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~
"- .•••.•.~~ Ilrc :: .I02,tYYl.V
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-- ""a A,opJ.//I,4/(!.£ 0
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NOTE: ONLY 1 PH/lS£ OF.If 3- PHI9SE SYSTEM +
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resistance) is exhibited by appliances "A" and "B"
in fig. 2. Note that appliances with the same
leakage could be at different potentials due to
different ground-wire lengths. Note that appliance
"C" has almost six times as much leakage as
appliance "B", but is at the same potential because
of the shorter wire. Appliance "D" could represent
as electric hospital bed with an excessive leakage or
a "short" in it. Note the eight volt potential
everywhere on the bed.

Other potential hazards exist when the neutral
or the hot wires are connected directly to the
metal case of a piece of equipment.

The first and most necessary step in preventing a
shock hazard is the elimination of all exposed
metal connected directly to the hot wire (or the
neutral wire). The second step is to have a common
ground bus for everything within the patient's
reach, including hospital personnel. This ground
bus is usually a large copper bus mounted on, or
directly behind, the wall at the head of the bed.
Heavy wires (jf: 10 or #8) are run from the bus and
connected to everything within the patient's reach,
including bed rails, side tables, monitoring equip-
ment, etc. A third step is to reduce the amount of
leakage of equipment to such a level that the
voltage produced by the current in the ground bus
is small enough to produce no hazardous con-
ditions.

UNGROUNDED POWER SYSTEM
Another approach to eliminating micro-shock is

to use an ungrounded power system. (see fig. 3)
The ungrounded power system is characterized by
an isolation transformer and a ground wire. The
ground wire in this system is exactly the same as its
counterpart in the grounded system. Theoretically,

POWER TRANSMISSION l'NES
If

the voltage between either of the two wires from
the isolation transformer and the ground is zero.
This is not true because "leakages" are not taken
into account. This leakage occurs as a combination
of three types. These three types are resistive,
capacitative, and inductive. Resistive leakage is that
current which manages to flow through the insula-
tion between one or both of the wires coming from
the isolation transformer (hereafter referred to as

.8t1/L./J//V6- SERY/C£ ISOLATiON

H TRANSFORMER
~ , OT ~ ~ ~

UWGROUNEO

SVSTI:M

AC GENERIlTOR

at POWER CO.

LOCAl- 'r
STEP-DOWN
TRANSFORMER

lJEUTRAL.

. GROwND
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CHECK OUR SPECS

BEFORE YOU BUYTHEIR
4 CHANNEL RECEIVER.

Harman-
Sylvania Pioneer Sansui Fisher Kardon Marantz

Model RQ 3748
Continuous (RMS)

Power1

4 channels 50Wx4
Stereo Bridge 125 Wx 2

TH D at rated output < 0.5 %

1M Distortion at <0 50/
rated output . /0

FM IHF Sensitivity 1.9J1. V

50n:~s:i~:ti~to 2 .8J1. V

Capture Ratio 1.5 db

Price $549.952

'Al] powermeasurements taken at 120 volts/50 eyeles-S ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, all channels driven simultaneously.
2Manufacturer's suggested list price which may be higherin some areas.

If you're in the market for four channel, you matrix capabilities so you can use either type of
already know you've got to spend a good bit of quadraphonic material. And much, much rnore '
cash for a receiver. So it'd be a good idea to We can offer so much because we have so
spend a good bit of time checking specs on much experience. Wewere one ofthefirst in the
everything available just to make sure you get audio field. And now we're applying all our knowl-
the most for your money. edge, all our engineering skill to four channel.

To make your search a little easier, we've Onceyou'veproventoyourselfwhich receiver
prepared the blank comparison chart above has the best specs, move on down to that last
with spaces for some of the best-known brands line in the chart and compare Sylvania's price
and most important specs. Just take it with you with all the others. Find out which one gives the
to the store, fill it in, and you'll be able to tell most for your money.
at a glance what you get for what you pay. We feel pretty confident you'll discover that

We took the liberty of filling in the Sylvania the best-known names aren't necessarily your
columnwithspecsforourRQ3748fourchannei best buy. I

receiver. We did it because we know we're not 35 h th t it 't II fit h 5 d t d If I• 0 muc more a I won a I ere. 0 sen us a s ampe ,se - 1

th e best-known na me In fou r cha nne I, and we addressed envelope and we'll send you a four-page brochure on our I

didn't want you to overlook us for that reason four channel receivers. •

Because we think the RQ3748's specs
are really worth remembering.

50 watts of RMS power per channel at 8
ohms, 20-20kHz, with all four channels
driven.125watts perchannel in stereo bridge
mode. A TH D and I M of less than 0.5% at
rated output. An FM sensitivity of 1.9 micro-
volts. A discrete four channel receiver with

~SYLVANIA Sylvania Entertainment
Products Group, Batavia, N.Y.

------



"lines") and the ground. Capacitive leakage is the isolation transformer is good, the total leakage will
current occurring due to the capacitance between be small. In this type of system the leakage
the lines and the ground. Inductive leakage is the between the lines and ground is often monitored,
current induced in the ground by the electro- (See fig. 5) and the monitor will indicate if the
magnetic field produced by the lines and the total leakage becomes great enough to become a
transformer secondary and the core, which is potential threat to the patient. One method of
usually grounded. The vector sum of these three is reducing total leakage is to add capacitance, or
the total system leakage. It is this total leakage that inductance, in parallel between each line and
we are concerned with. Note that since the ground, as necessary, so that the capacitive leakage
inductive and capacitive leakage currents are 1800 and the inductive leakage exactly cancel each
out of phase with each other, they will cancel if other. The entire total leakage is then the same as
their magnitudes are equal. (see fig. 4). the resistive leakage. The problem occurs, in that

The ungrounded system reduces the hazard whenever anything is added to the system, be it an
potential since, if the patient comes in direct extension cord, an additional piece of equipment,
contact with one of the lines, the maximum or anything else, the system parameters change and
current that will pass through him will be the total a new capacitive-inductive balance must be made.
leakage between the other line and ground. If the This can be done by phase/magnitude sensing
insulation of the wires, and the design of the circuits which can simulate capacitors and in-

" I • . _ • ductors to automatically balance the system;
however, this is expensive. The best way to reduce
the total leakage of an ungrounded system is to
buy quality low leakage transformers, quality low
leakage equipment, and keep all line cords as short
as practicable.

Some additional problems associated with the
ungrounded power system are the high cost per
bed of $1500-$2000, the additional maintenance
on the isolation transformer and monitor, and the
problem of the isolation equipment adding un-
acceptable amounts of leakage current. For these
reasons the Veterans Administration Hospitals have
gone to the grounded system with extra emphasis
on insuring low resistance grounds.

BATTERY EQUIPMENT
Battery operated equipment can be used. With

the small amount of power needed to operate
present day semiconductors, this is entirely
feasible. What has been done? The need for costly
isolation transformers has been eliminated. The
probability of a patient coming in contact with a
hot wire has been greatly reduced. There is no
longer a need for an internal regulated DC supply
within the equipment since batteries are used. The
existence of a DC supply (batteries), removes the
problem of capacitive or inductive leakage. Most
likely the battery voltage will be less than the AC
voltages, and this further reduces shock hazard
possibilities.

But with the advantages of batteries go some
obvious problems; including periodic replacement
and failure at inconvenient times. Despite these
drawbacks, battery operated equipment is coming
into increasing use around electrically vulnerable
patients such as those with external cardiac pace-
makers. The problems of batteries limit their use
just to these patients.

So what is the answer? Do many die in hospital
electrocutions? From what research has been done
electrocutions do happend and if some of the above
procedures are not used, more deaths will occur.

9JANUARY, 1974



Dean Cornelius Wandmacher has announced that Wandmacher also was associated previously with
this will be his concluding year in the Deanship of the Phelps Dodge Corporation, Municipal Civil
the College of Engineering at the University of Service Commission of the city of New York, New
Cincinnati. York Central Railroad, West Virginia Pulp and

During 1974-75, Dr. Wandmacher will serve as Paper Company, and the Pollak Steel Company.
national President of the American Society for He has served in recent years on numerous
Engineering Education. After a brief leave of accreditation visits to Engineering schools through-
absence from U.C., beginning September 1, 1974 out the U.S. and has a record of many professional
he will return to the college as Professor of activities in which he has taken the lead, including
Engineering Education and will pursue varied service on the Board of Consultants for the
innovative activities in the teaching of Engineering national study of "Goals of Engineering Educa-
subjects, including emphasis on the move to adopt tion."
the modernized metric system, System Inter- Twice he was asked to serve as national chair-
national, throughout America. man of the Committee on the Development of

U.C. President Warren Bennis issued a statement Young Engineers for the Engineers' Council for
paying tribute to Wandmacher's "long and dedi- Professional Development. He was president of the
cated service to the development of the U.C. Cincinnati chapter of the Ohio Society of Pro-
College of Engineering. fessional Engineers and Presient of the Engineering

"Through his efforts a number of innovative Society of Cincinnati.
programs have been instituted that have brought He is a Fellow of the American Society of Civil
credit to the university and to the engineering Engineers and in 1963 was named Cincinnati's
profession, " the D.C. president said. "Recently he "Engineer of the Year."
has been instrumental in securing grants that are Wandmacher has performed numerous civic
being used to attract and train women and minor- duties in Ohio. He was appointed twice by the
ities in the various branches of engineering. Governor to be a member of the Ohio Board of

"I am delighted that he will have the time to Registration for Professional Engineers,
devote to his national responsibilities as President 1962-1972. In 1970 he received the Distinguished
of the American Society of Engineering Education Service Award of the National Council of Engineer-
during the coming year. But I am even more ing Examiners. He has been a member of the
pleased that he will be returning to U.C. as a senior Cincinnati Air Pollution Control Board, chairman
professor in engineering." of the City Manager's Committee on Air Pollution

Wandmacher joined the D.C. faculty in 1951 as from Automotive Engine Exhaust, chairman of the
William Thomas Professor of Civil Engineering and consulting committee for selection of the City
Head of the Department. In 1956 he was Executive Building Commissioner and member of the Ohio
Chairman of the 50th Anniversary of Co-operative Governor's Water Resource Technical Personnel
Education and led the staging of a program which Advisory Council and member of the State Board
brought national industrial recogniton to D.C., of Regents Engineering Advisory Committee.
under the theme: "Joining Theory and Practice, For ten years Dean Wandmacher was D.C.
Linking Education and Industry, Through Know- representative on the Steering Committee of the
ledge and Experience." He became Associate Dean American-Afghan Program for the development of
of Engineering in 1957, Dean in 1962, and Geier a Faculty of Engineering at Kabul University and
Professor of Engineering Education in 1969. twice visited Afghanistan on educational missions

He is a graduate of the Polytechnic Institute of in 1968 and 1973.
New York which awarded him the honorary degree Dean Wandmacher is a member of several honor
of Doctor of Engineering in 1969. He received the societies including Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, Pi Tau
Institute's distinguished alumnus award in 1954. Sigma, and Omicron Delta Kappa. He is also a
He was a member of the Polytechnic faculty for 14 member of Alpha Sigma Phi and an honorary
years and served as an administrative officer for member of Triangle as well as trustee of the
eight of those years before coming to D.C. Herman Schneider Foundation.
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Over half the towns in the United States
are forced to dump their wastewater in our rivers.
The reason is sad.
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Money. Literally over half our towns time, less space and reduces the total cost
haven't got enough money to build com- up to forty percent.
plete wastewater treatment plants. It means a town can boost its wastewater

And many towns that have complete system by simply adapting the Unox Sys-
plants aren't cleaning the water thoroughly tern to the existing system.And towns with
because the towns have outgrown the limited means can now afford a complete
plants. And they can't afford to expand system.

So, because of money, towns are forced A number ofcities and industries through-
into polluting our streams and rivers. out the country have already chosen the

Union Carbide has discovered a new Unox System. And more installations are
wastewater system that costs less. It's called being planned.
the Unox System. It's the first substantial Weve discovered.a cheaper way to treat
change in wastewater treatment in thirty wastewater because our streams and rivers
years. can't afford to wait.

Instead of the conventional aeration sys- •
tern that cleans water by mixing it with the •

• •• THE DISCOVERY COMPANYarr, Unox forces pure oxygen mto a senes · .: I 270 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.10017

of closed treatment tanks. This forced oxy-
gen technique cleans wastewater in less

For additional information on our activities, write to Union Carbide Corporation, Department of University Relations, 270 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017. An equal opportunity employer.
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Al Brunck EE'75

Almost everyone has seen the small colorful fish If you think you may be interested in keeping
called the guppy. This fish is easily the most popu- tropical fish, following is some general information
lar and ubiquitous of the tropicals because it is concerning tropicals. Tropical fish like water in the
easy to keep, breeds whenever the two sexes are temperature range of 70 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit.
together, and is usually cheap. However, there are The hardness and pH of the water are not critical
many other species of tropical fish which can be for most species except possibly at breeding time.
kept with varying amounts of ease in home aquar- Thus, tap water may be used if the chlorine is al-
iums. Many of these fish have striking coloration, lowed to evaporate from it prior to use. Tropical
unusual methods of surviving, and/or interesting aquariums require little care once set up and
breeding habits. properly maintained. All that is usually necessary is

The Archer Fish has an almost unbelievable the daily feeding of the fish and an occasional
method of obtaining food. This fish shoots drops replenishment of water. Besides the aquarium, a
of water at insects up to four feet away, knocking vibrator air pump, filter, and gravel should be con-
them into the water for a delicious meal. When sidered necessities; depending on the location of
shooting, the Archer has its lips ou t of the water, the aquarium a light and/or heater may also be
but its eyes remain underwater, and thus it must required. It is strongly suggested that at least a few
correct for refraction at the water's surface. plants are purchased with the fish. Not only do

The cichlid (sik'-lid) family possesses the most plants beautify an aquarium, but they are also
advanced breeding habits of all the tropicals. Al- natural cover for the fish. Fish are especially timid
though the habits of the individual species vary, when first introduced into an aquarium and plants
generally cichlids begin breeding by "pairing off" provide the security necessary for the new inhabi-
for life. This consists of several days of a tug of tants while they become acclimated to their new
war, in which the pair lock jaws and wrestle with surroundings.
each other. If one of the fish is weaker and cannot
hold its own, it will be killed if not removed. If the
struggle ends in a draw, the fish will then spawn,
and during the several days it takes the eggs to
hatch, one or both of the parents will stand guard,
aggressively attacking anything that ventures near
their spawn. After the eggs hatch, the babies (fry)
are constantly herded together by the busy parents
(50 to 1000 fry). Any strays are sucked into the
larger fish's mouth and shot back into the school.
At night the fry pack themselves densely into a pit
in the gravel, protected by the parents.

In some species of cichlids, one of the parents
hatches the eggs inside his or her mouth. During
this time no food is taken, and since the incubation
period for these fish is about two weeks, the parent
becomes shrunken with malnutrition except for its
protruding jaws. After the eggs hatch, the fry (25
to 75) seek refuge in the parent's mouth whenever
danger threatens.

The Red Piranha

12 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Assuming you possess an aquarium, say a ten
gallon, and the above mentioned equipment, you
probably would like to populate it with fish. For a
beginner, guppies are excellent first fish. They are
colorful, active, and very hardy. If you keep them
alive, they will definitely reproduce. Usually the
beginnner is happily watching the tiny new arrivals
swim about the aquarium when he is surprised to
find that these pleasant fish are canibals. If there is
an adequate amount of small-leaved plants and if
the fish are well fed, most of the young will sur-
vive. There are many other tropical fish that are
easy enough to keep for the beginners, but he
advised not to spend too much on fish until you
have proven that you can keep them alive and
healthy. One other tropical is especially good for
beginners. This is the Corydoras catfish. Corydoras
if the genus name, and there are many different
species available, differing mostly in markings.
These catfish are amusing scavengers who spend
most of their time on the bottom searching for
food in the gravel. They have a habit of rolling
their eye down so that it appears they are giving
the observer a sly wink.

This is the most important paragraph in this
article if you intend to set up an aquarium. The
message is this: Get one or several of the references
listed below from the library. The first two books
are available at almost any branch of the public
library. It is impossible to condense these books
and years of experience into an article. I would
recommend that you get one of these books and
read at least the sections on setting up an aquarium
before you attempt it.

REFERENCES:
Exotic Aquarium Fishes Dr. William T. Innes
Axelrod's Tropical Fish Book Dr. Herbert R.

Axelrod
All About Tropical Fish Derek McInerny and

Geoffrey Gerard
(This is the best tropical fish book I have seen.
Unfortunately, it is somewhat hard to obtain.)

Advanced Aquarist's Guide Feroze N. Ghadially
(This book is not particularly for beginners,

but it will give you an idea of how involved the
hobby can get. It deals in detail with such things
as genetics and water chemistry.)

,y/..,-u; ~·};~~~::-.:::x-x-g~ ,;;t:::~..m;~

Corydoras myersi

Tropical fish keeping is a hobby that can be
about as expensive or inexpensive as you care to
make it. For the equipment mentioned above, in-
cluding the heater and light, the cost will be about
$25. The cost of five to ten inexpensive guppies, a
catfish, and a few plants should be about $3. A
word of advice concerning where to buy your
equipment and especially the fish: buy them at a
tropical fish store. Department stores usually have
inferior fish and sales personnel whose only knowl-
edge of fish is that they swim.

JANUARY, 1974 13
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Winter Wonder

Engine Charlies' Winter Wonder is Jo Moreno. Jo
is 22 year old and is a December graduate of the
College of Home Economics. She is presently doing
graduate work in Speech and Theatre. Involved in
many activities, J 0 is a member of the home eco-
nomics honorary, Omicron Nu, and the American
Home Economics Association. J0 was an exchange
student in New Zealand for one year and has, sub-
sequently, done some world traveling. Her hobbies
include swimming, painting, needlepoint, and ce-
ramics. Jo says she "really enjoys people" and its
easy to see why Charlie enjoyed finding J o,

Photos by Brent Stiles
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E. M. Fields

The young British sailor was invited to his first
formal dance at Purdue. Halfway through one
number, the earring of the co-ed he was dancing
with broke and slipped down the back of her low-
cut dress.

He was very embarassed when she asked him to
go fishing for it, but he followed her instructions,
while feeling around for it, he happened to look up
to see everybody on the dance floor watching him
with utmost interest.

"Oh, I say," he protested "I feel the perfect
ass! "

"Just get the earring," replied the girl tartly,
"and forget about the compliments."

Typist: But Professor, isn't this the same exam you
gave last year?
EE Prof: Yes, bu t I've changed all the answers.

A sunday school teacher was showing her pupils
a picture of early Christian Martyrs in a den of
lions. One little fellow seemed very disturbed - on
the verge of tears. "Gee," he said, "look at that
poor lion in the back, he's not getting any."

If it's funny enough to tell, it been told; if it
hasn't been told, it's too clean; and if it's dirty
enough to interest an engineer, the editor gets
kicked ou t of school.

Upon seeing a little girl lead a cow along a
country road, the parish minister stopped her and
asked, "Little girl, where are you taking the cow?":

"To the bull," replied the young lassie,
"Can't your father do it?" questioned the

clergyman.
"Nope," answered the little girl, "only the bull."

16

A group of student nurses were creeping back to
the hospital one night, and at the gate they met
three in terns.

"Shh," said one of the nurses, "We've been out
after hours."

"Shh yourself," said one of the interns, "We're
just going ou t after ours."

ME: I'm looking for a girl who doesn't smoke,
drink or have any bad habits.
ChE: Why???

I t was while they were crushed together in a
passionate embrace that Harry decided the psycho-
logical moment was at hand to tell Marge.

"Honey," he whispered, "I want you to know
that I think you're a wonderful person, and that I
certainly appreciate your-uh-company, but as far as
I'm concerned, wedlock is nowhere."

In reply, Marge uttered only a sign of pleasure.
"I mean," Harry went on doggedly, "you're

more like a sister to me."
A t that, Marge's lovely eyes opened, and her lips

parted in surprise.
"My God," she murmured, "what a home life

you must have!"

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER
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Do~}lifi;!!~~
keep an ~ye.~ ,
on the time lihe? I

To gain the competitive edge, the experts in downhill slalom have
this advice: "Watch the time line-the fastest course line."

"In the race against time, if a skier slips off and goes too low in the
traverses, he'll lose precious seconds."

As you look to your future course, watch for the company whose
progress is on a time line with your own.

Ask companies about their expansion and modernization programs.
Find out if you're interested in the markets they're interested in.

If they have a position that fits the course you've set. If they promote from within.
Don't settle for salary and status quo. We don't. Pick a time at your college placement office.

Let's discuss your future. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706.
'I'imken" bearings are sold all over the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil, Canada,

.-- .., England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A.i On your campus... ! An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

I February 28,1974 I TIMKENe

I A Timken Company representative I
I would like to talk with you! I kEGISTERED TRADEMARK~------------------~
THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.



Brent Stiles ChE '75

Fig. 1

All steam ejectors, no matter how many stages
and whether they are condensing or noncon-
densing, operate on this principle, each stage being
another compressor.

Ejector systems can be put into two catagories:
condensing and noncondensing. The condensing
type utilizes condensers either before, between, or
after ejector stages to remove condensable vapor,
therefore, requiring a source of cooling water. The
non condensing ejector system has its stages con-
nected directly together, with succeeding stages
handling the motive stream from preceding stages.
This type requires no cooling water. However, it
uses considerably more steam than the condensing
type to handle a given load.

There are two different types of condensers used
with the former system, the barometric and the
surface type. A barometric condenser is the
simplest and most inexpensive type of condenser.
It consists of a hollow chamber in which cooling
water is admitted near the top, flowing over baffles
so that the gas-vapor mixture to be condensed is
brought into contact with the cooling water. To
remove the contaminated water from the con-
denser, a barometric leg is used.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

Steam jet ejectors are employed in the chemical
process industries and refineries in numerous ways.
They provide, in most cases, the best way to
produce a vacuum in these process plants because
they are rugged and of simple construction -
therefore, easily maintained. Their capacities can
be varied from the very smallest to enormous
quantities. Because of their simplicity and the
manner of their construction, difficulties and
unusual under the most extreme conditions. They
are simple to operate. Ejectors which are properly
designed for a given situation are very forgiving of
errors in estimated quantities to be handled and of
upsets in operation and are found to be easily
changed to give the exact results required.

In order to become fully versed in the essential
elements that make up a steam ejector, the
principle of operation will be considered first.

Th e carefully engineered converging and
diverging sections are responsible for the changes in
pressure and velocity that make the ejector such a
highly efficient vacuum producing device.

In a converging section, the gases entering at less
than the speed of sound are reduced in velocity
and increased in pressure. At entering velocities
higher than the speed of sound, gases are increased
in velocity and reduced in pressure. These phe-
nomena are shown by fig. 1.

In reference to the following diagram these are
the following parts:

1. The steam chest through which the pro-
pelling steam is admitted.

2. The steam nozzle through which the pro-
pelling steam expands and converts its pressure
energy into kinetic energy.

3. The air chamber through which the air, gas,
or vapor to be evacuated enters and distributes
itself around the steam nozzle. (Suction).

4. The diffuser through which the steam and
entrained load is compressed and discharged at
some pressure higher than the suction.

18



In a surface condenser, the vapor-laden gas to be Statements such as the gas is "condensable" or
condensed is passed over and around closely spaced "partially condensable" are not sufficient. In
tubes through which the cooling water is cir- ejector systems having one or more condensers, it
culated. The moisture content is then condensed to is important to know how much of each gas will be
liquid by contact with the cool tube surfaces. condensed or dissolved in a given condenser, in

Of course the possibilities for combinations of order to properly size both the condenser and
ejectors and the above condensers are large. succeeding ejector stages and condensers.
Ejectors may run in series, with an after-condenser, Problems exist only when vapor pressure data of
pre-condenser or inter-condenser. However, be- the gas or misture is not published in standard
cause of steam and water consumption, the limit is handbooks and when they may be of a confidential
usually four ejectors and two condensers. nature. Usually naming the material is sufficient.

A single stage ejector may produce a vacuum as For evacuation services, indicate the system
high as 29 inches Hg. with reasonable steam volume and temperature, the rate of an in-leakage,
pressure, but this is seldom as desirable as a two the initial and final absolute pressures, and the
stage unit for this vacuum, since the two stage unit evacuation time required, and give a complete
uses less steam. The single stage ejector, therefore, description of the gas to be evacuated. If the
is more frequently used for vacuums up to 26 system contains a liquid that boils as the pressure
inches Hg. and may discharge to the atmosphere or decreases, its evaporation rate must be stated.
against a back pressure, in which event it will use Suction Pressure - This should be given either in
more propelling steam. The lower the vacuum the absolute pressure terms or in terms of vacuum. In
higher the back pressure possible and for very low the latter case, it will be necessary to give the
vacuum service the back pressure may be much average barometer reading at the site so that an
higher than for high vacuum service. accurate conversion to the required absolute pres-

From one to five pounds back pressure is sure can be made. The ejector engineer, given a
reasonable and a ten pound back pressure is suction pressure in terms of vacuum, will assume
considered the upper limit for most applications. an average barometer of 30 in. Hg abs. unless

To obtain the best ejector performance, com- another value is given. On that basis, a suction
plete and accurate specifications are needed from pressure specified at 25 in. Hg vacuum would be
the user. The first step used in selecting an ejector interpreted to mean 5 in Hg abs. If the average
is to determine the desired conditions at each of barometer were 29 in. Hg abs., the ejector should
the three openings of the basic component of every actually be designed to have an absolute vacuum
ejector system: suction inlet, motive-steam inlet pressure of 4 in. Hg.
and discharge outlet. Suction pressure is a major factor in determining

The design considerations at the suction inlet are the number of ejector stages that will be required.
temperature, capacity and pressure. The information necessary at the motive-steam

Temperature - If temperature varies, the com- inlet is the steam pressure and temperature:
plete range should be stated, because an ejector Motive-Steam Pressure - Minimum absolute
designed to operate at a normal or average temper- pressure or gauge pressure should be clearly de-
ature will not produce identical performance. at lineated in some commonly used dimension.
other temperatures within the range of variation. Normal, average, or maximum values will not
Materials of construction too must be suitable for suffice. An ejector is designed for given motive-
all temperature contingencies. ' steam pressure and will not produce the specified

Capacity - Every constituent of the load to be vacuum with lower steam pressue; it would handle
handled must be identified as to its quantity a slightly smaller suction load with higher steam
(lb./hr.; actual or standard cfm.; mols/hr.; etc.) and pressure. The usual practice is to design for a
molecular weight. Note that cfm. must be specified pressure 10 psi. below the expected minimum to
as either actual cfm. or standard cfm. Actual cfm. allow for line fluctuations.
is measured at ejector inlet conditions; standard Motive-Steam Temperature - The entire range
cfm. is measured at conditions of 14.7 psia. and 60 of actual steam temperatures anticipated should be
F. given in deg. F. or C., or in terms of superheat or

When uncommon gases or mixtures are to be quality.
handled by condensing ejectors, and when such Ejector systems cannot tolerate wet motive
information must be kept secret, the inquirer steam. Rapid internal erosion of steam nozzles and
should supply data on the condensability (at least diffusers will occur, altering critical dimensions,
two points on the vapor pressure curve), letent and thus lead to failure. When this adverse con-
heat and solubility of the vapors. dition is known at the start, ejector engineers can
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recommend solutions to the problem (usually It is advisable to blowout the strainer frequently
handled by adding steam separators, superheaters, upon first starting up and, if necessary, to check
or both). the nozzles by removing the plug at the back, of the

There is only one consideration at the discharge steam chest and passing the proper reamer through
outlet - the discharge pressure. In the absence of a each nozzle to make sure it is not plugged.
given value, the discharge is assumed to be at an 4. The steam supply piping to the ejector -
atmospheric pressure of 30 in. Hg abs. It is should be of sufficient size to pass the steam
important to specify pressure whenever the ejector required by the ejector with no appreciable pres-
is to discharge either into a system having a sure drop. The steam supply piping should also be
different pressure or to a regional atmosphere short enough to assure design operating pressure.
where the average barometric reading is other than The ejector will operate most efficiently on dry
30 in. Hg abs. steam; thus, the steam supply piping should be

An ejector designed for a discharge pressure insulated to prevent excessive condensation before
greater than required will operate satisfactorily at a the steam reaches the ejector. Shortness of steam
lower pressure but will have excessive steam pipe will also reduce condensation. If there is any
consumption. If the ejector's discharge-pressure doubt as to whether the steam is dry, a moisture
capability is less than required for the actual separator should be installed in the line.
conditions, the unit will operate at a higher suction 5. If the unit has an intercondenser or after-
pressure than its design, or it may even operate condenser of the surface type, the tubes should be
erratically. Thus its fuction is defeated. kept clean on the water side. When there tubes foul

There are a few rather simple rules to follow in up, they will fail to transfer sufficient heat to
the operation and maintenance of any ejector condense the steam, in which case steam will
equipment, and if the operator will adhere to these discharge to the next-stage ejector or to the air
rules, little or no difficulty may be expected. vent of the aftercondenser. In the case of an

1. It is essential that the joint between the intercondenser, this, of course, means loss of
steam nozzle and the steam chest be tight so that vacuum.
there are no steam leaks at this point. A steam leak 6. The ejector should be placed as close as
at the back of the nozzle acts like an additional possible to the vessel which is to be evacuated to
load on the ejector and will tend to decrease the minimize pressure drop.
vacuum that this apparatus can produce. It should be emphasized that the steam jet

2. Be sure that steam is supplied at the design ejector is one of the most foolproof, trouble-free
pressure and temperature. Best results are obtained pieces of apparatus that operate in any vacuum
when the operating pressure is held as close as cycle. This does not mean that the apparatus can
possible to the design pressure. be abused beyond all limitations, nor does it mean

3. Keep the nozzles clean. It will be found that that it can be ignored indefinitely, insofar as
when a new system is started pipeline chips and inspection, maintenance, and repair are concerned.
other foreign matter are carried in the steam lines It simply means that it is one of the most
to the ejector strainer and that certain particles dependable sources of vacuum that can be pur-
may pass through this strainer and plug up the chased.
steam nozzle. This will show up in loss of vacuum.

Jackson, D. H. "Selection and Use of Ejectors,"
Chemical Engineering Progress, 44:347-352 (MayLANCE'S 1948).

Newman, Eugene F. "How to Specify Steam-Jet
features the Hewlett Packard Ejectors," Chemical Engineering, 74:203-8 (April

HP-35 ... HP-45 ... HP-46 ... HP-80 10, 1967).

advanced calculators and accessories. Power, R. B. "Steam-Jet Ejectors," Hydrocarbon
Processing & Pe troleum Refiner, 43: 149-152 (April
1964 ).345 Calhoun Open eve.
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Cast it or weld it?
The beauty of cast-steel construction is that tions. How else would you make this compc
you can combine the casting process with an- nent? Forge it? Impossible. Hog it out of I

other production technique, and cash in on the solid chunk of metal? Prohibitively expensiv
economies of both. . .. By using cast-steel the designer got maxi

Suppose you had to create a heavy-walled mum economy, plus the extreme dependabilit
fluid-handling component with complex inter- and safety which were "must" requiremen1
nal configuration ... a component that is basi- in this high capacity compressor unit-s-inc
cally a "twin" design. Can it be made as a he could specify the precise cornpositlo
single casting? Easy - but how much more needed to meet calculated stress require
economical to split the design into two ments.
"chunky"castings (thUS minimizing core Wanttoknowmoreaboutcast-steel?We'r
costs) and then weld the two halves together. offering individual students free subscription

Theoretical? Not at all. We're talking to our quarterly publication "CASTEEL~~~~~~~~:~r~p~~::~?~~171-:~~~~~~~~:~ ~;;~~~~:~1~:::~;~~~i:;;~~f~::':~~~~:
wit~stand ~esting at 1800. psi, pl.us ri.gorous .'($" Metals F.ederati~nBuilding, 20611 Center Ridge Roa
radiographic and magnetic particle Inspec-:' Rocky River, Ohlo 44116.

STEEL FOUNDERS'SOCJ:ETY OF AMERJ:CA

Cast-Steel
for Engineering Flexibility



Jim Siekermann ChE '75

LIBRARY RENOVATION COMPLETED COMING IMPORT ANT DATES
DATES AND EVENTS

The Engineering library has completed its re-
novation program. The library now has a beautiful, Tuesdays and Thursdays from the second
modern look. Its expanded quarters presently through the seventh weeks in the W-inter Quarter -
include the rooms west of the corrider in Baldwin Information sessions on the curricula for every
Hall. In the main room, the front desk and a study department of the College. For all new under-
area are located. Book and magazine sections are graduate students.
now in the north and south rooms respectively. April 20, 1974 - Ohio Professional Engineer
The copying machine and microfilm facilities are in Fundamental Exam, at Zimmer Auditorium.
the far south end. June 9, 1974 - Commencement, Recognition

and awards program.

RESEARCH GRANT AWARDED TO THE
E. A. DEPARTMENT

Al Kuettner, Director of Information HFADSHIP COMMITTEE
November 29, 1973

Contact: Bruce Stoecklin The following have been appointed by the
Provost to the Headship Search Committee for the

An $18,000, one-year grant for analytical re- Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering:
search into seat belts and other restraint systems Professors Chartoff, Dahlgren, Laushey (Chair-
for automobiles and airplanes has been awarded to man), Licht, Weisman; Brent C. Stiles, ChE '75;
the University of Cincinnati by the U.S. Office of John C. Yingst, ChE '71, PhD Candidate; Reginald
Naval Research. O. Jackson (Member, Chemical Industries Council),

The study is being conducted by Dr. Ronald Resient Manager, Monsanto Polymers & Petro-
Huston, Professor and Head of UC's Department of chemicals Co.; J. Bruce Martin (AIChE), Organiza-
Engineering Analysis; Dr. Chris Passerello, Assist- tional Development, R&D Services, Proctor and
ant Professor of Engineering Science; and two Gamble Co.
engineering students, Mark Harlow and Richard
Hessel.

The UC engineers are investigating effects of the
restaint systems on motion, particularly movement
of the head. They expect to present the first of
several papers on their research at the Society of
Automotive Engineers Congress at Detroit in
February.
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Headquarters

for

HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS

HP35~~ o.f) ~.o JJ

eONEW
HP 65

Programmable CalculatorHP46 HP81

Most models available for immediate delivery
We stock a full line of HP Accessories

DuBois Bookstore
321 Calhoun • 281-4120

NEW ADDITION TO NUCLEAR Both DC physicists and engineers will be able to
ENGINEEF1NG DEPARTMENT use the accelerator as a teaching and research

facility. As an Example, Dr. Anno explains, it will
Shielded by six-foot-thick concrete walls on all enable students to understand how neutrons are

sides, a 2.5 Million Electron Volt nuclear accelera- transported through the materials of a nuclear
tor has been installed in its new home in the reactor.
College of Engineering. Because the accelerator is somewhat cramped in

DC recently purchased the $60,000 accelerator the heavily-shielded room, Dr. Anno says, DC
for teaching and research in nuclear engineering hopes to purchase a "beam bender" in the near
and physics. Regarded as small to moderate in size, future. That accessory would make it possible to
it is the first operational device of its kind on DC's angle the beam of particles lengthening its course
main campus. before it hits the target.

Dr. James N. Anno, professor of nuclear
engineering, explains the accelerator is capable of
building up a beam of charged atomic particles Th ~p
with energies up to 2.5 million electron volts to e J Y

irradiate a target object.
The accelerator consists basically of a high- ••

voltage generator, a large pressure tank weighing Engineering Ball
more than a ton, an accelerator tube, and beam-
tube extension through which the particles pass
before strikeing their target. The entire assembly is is coming
controlled from a console located in another room.

The accelerator's primary use in nuclear
engineering will be as a n.eutron. generator, ac- March 2 1974
cording to Dr. Anno. He will use It to study the ,
problem of "atom sputtering" in nuclear reactors
and the possibility of fusing plastics by radiation.
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We make big tonnage items and small ones too.
Naturally, marketing these products takes a
well-coordinated sales effort.

At Bethlehem we manufacture a and process control, mechanical Meantime, pick up a copy of our
wide variety of products serving design and maintenance. How booklet "Bethlehem Steel's Loop
many important markets. The steel about Sales work? A career in dis- Course" at your placement office.
business is our nation's basic in- trict or home office sales, as a Or write: Director-College Rela-
dustry. Engineers seeking mean- contracting manager, or as a sales tions, Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
ingful careers will find plenty of engineer are all possibilities. Bethlehem, PA 18016.
opportunities with us. If you think you can produce, why

What can an engineer do in our not give us ~ chance to sell you on •••• an equal opportunity
steel plant operations? You name our corporation? ~ employer
it-production supervision, quality Watch for our recruiter's visit.



From a previous Cooperative Engineer, comes this TABLES OF AVERAGE VALUES
unique "Date Rater." This chart will solve the age- Weight-80-I80 Ibs. Head Diameter-6-8 in.
old problem of finding a good date. Just ask her Height-58-72 in. Ring Size-5-8
for her measurements and plug into the equations. Waist-2Q-42 in. No. of Teeth-20-35
Note that this chart also rates dates for ~heir work- Hips-26-42 in No. of Chins-I (single).
ing ability, a real asset after you decide to get Bust-26-42 in. 2 (double)
married and enter graduate school. Waist-4-8 in. Hand Grip-5-141bs.

HOW TO USE THE DATE RATER Shoe Size-4-9
(1) Compute these values: NR, NP, NB, using

the table of average values below to make sure you
are in the ball park.

NR=
Hips (in.) X Bust (in.)

Waist (in) X 60 (2) Compute date's torque number
by multiplying height (inches) by weight

NP= .. (pounds). Enter chart at upper left, at
Ring Size X Head DIameter (m.) X No. Tee.th "Torque Number"
Shoe Size X Wrist (in) X Grip (lbs.) No. Chins (3) Move horizontally across graph

until you reach the calculated NR ratio.
NB= Mark this spot on the graph; you will use
Shoe size X Wrist (in.) X Grip (Ibs.) X IO it later.

33.000 (4) Move down from this spot, going
r a·s 0.6 0.7 0.8 0·9 I to the NP ratio you have calculated. NP

is the PARTY GIRL rating, so move hor-
izontally to the RIGHT and read her
PARTY GIRL rating.

(5) You're not done yet. From the
same NR ratio (where you marked the
graph) move down until you reach the
calculated NB ratio. Move horizontally
to the LEFT and read your date's
WORKING GIRL rating.

EXAMPLE
Gloria Goosby: She weighs 118 lbs,

64 inches tall, 36 inch bust, 36 inch hips,
24 inch waist. Her ring size is 6, head
diameter 6 inches, has 32 teeth, No.6
shoe size, 5 inch wrist, 8 lb. grip, I chin.

TORQUE NUMBER = 7550
NR = 0.90
NP = 4.8
NB = 0.1

Follow the chart to these readings and
get her rating: PARTY GIRL - Good.
WORKING GIRL - Poor.
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Dan Kellogg ChE '75

Before presenting the first of many such gals, Nixon and Congress. any of the above, none
columns, I sense a brief explanation of the purpose of the above, etc.
of these pages are necessary. For example, why the In lieu of writing a creative piece (something, by
title: The Student Engineer's Review? Well, like the way, I've never been accused of) I'd like to
most things in this college a compromise between relate a tale I intercepted in the mails at work
the ideal and the ridiculous was made. The author (interdepartmental mails all you federal agents
believed (and still does!) that an acronym which reading this article). My sincere thanks and
would emphasize some aspect of engineering and acknowledgement go out to its unknown author.
the future (Civil/Environmental for example) and
still communicate the need for such a column was INSPIRATION FOR THE UNHAPPY
in order. That title was: the Student Engineer's
Way to Effect Review. SEWER obviously embodies Once upon a time there was a little sparrow who
all the aforementioned goals for a column title. hated to fly South for the winter. He detested the
With SEWER as my banner, I knew that I and my thought of leaving home so much that he decided
agents would be able to go places where normal he would delay the journey to the last possible
columnists wouldn't dare to tread. ... moment. After bidding a fond farewell to his

.... Unfortunately, the staff had other ideas sparrow friends, he went back to his nest and
and asked me to take the WE out of SEWER. Both stayed an additional four weeks.
literally and figuratively. Finally, the winter turned so bitterly cold that

"But why another idiotic column in this he could delay no longer. As the little sparrow
magazine?" Some of you may well ask. The took off and started to fly South, it began to rain.
editor's reply to this was "Beacuse I'm desperate In a short time, ice began to form on his little
for articles!" My reply is that in the three years of wings. Almost dead from cold and exhaustion, he
my confinement to cellblock Eng. I have observed fell to earth in a barnyard. As he was breathing
(both while in school and on parole) many what he thought was his last breath, a horse walked
travesties, most of which were avoidable, cor- out of the barn and proceeded to cover the little
rectable or over exaggerated. Sometimes, we would fellow with organic fertilizer.
just shrug our shoulders and say, "I'll be graduating At first the sparrow could think of nothing
In X years, if I say something now, it won't help except that this was not the way he wanted to die,
me. I don't have the time to bother." Other times but after the fertilizer started to sink into his
we realize the ridiculousness of what we see. In feathers, it warmed him and life began to return to
fact, some of the most hilarious things I've ever his body. He also found that he had enough rest to
seen are teaching on this campus. breathe.

But between the shrugs and the chuckles, I've Suddenly, the little sparrow was so happy that
seen students go to action and change the system, he began to sing. At that moment, a large cat came
I've also seen ridiculous professors and courses into the barnyard and hearing the chirping of the
become surprisingly useful once the students and little fellow, began digging into the pile of fertilizer
the professors realized they had a common prob- to see where the music was coming from. The cat
lem. Sometimes the improvements would come as finally uncovered the little bird, scraped him off
a result of action or attitude changes on the part of and ate him.
the professor or the students. But more often than NOTE: The story has three morals:
not it resulted from a compromise and an under- 1. Not everyone who shits on you is your
standing on the part of both. enemy.

So maybe between the jokes and my tales of 2. Not everyone who takes shit of you is your
woe, this column may be able to affect some form friend, either.
of communication between professors and 3. When you are warm and comfortable, even if
students, students and students, professors and it is in a pile of shit, keep your big mouth shut!
professors, wrinkled old men and pigeons, guys and
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Help bring a tetter environment to everyone's life...
The Corps of Engineers offers exceptional positions of challenge and
professional satisfaction to engineers who want to help solve critical environ-
mental problems so all our people can enjoy cleaner, healthier and more
productive lives. For the engineer who wants to take part in new, more
advanced, extremely challenging engineering/ construction projects, the
opportunities are virtually limitless. The Corps' activities today include the
broadest sweep of professional demands-planning, design, construction-
water resources development, navigation and flood control projects, con-
struction of hospitals, family housing, manufacturing plants, missile and
space exploration facil ities, research in Corps laboratories related to these

r

programs-you name it! This is the organization for the engineer who wants
to do things, plan things, become involved, grow-starting right no,.w. If you're
a doer, and you want to be where the action is, write to us today. We'll tell
you all about the advantages of a civilian career with the Corps of Engineers.

:J An equal opportunity employer.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS DEPARTMENT .OF THE ARMY, WASHING.TON, D.C. 20314



Development and Design.
Is this the kind

oCengineering Coryon?
Trying to figure out the exact quite a few engineers. So we turing products. Selling and

kind of engineering work you thought a series of ads explain- servicing products.
should go into can be pretty ing the work they do might come This ad outlines the types of
tough. in handy. After all, it's better to work found in the Development

One minute you're studying understand the various job func- and Design area at GE. Other
a general area like mechanical tions before ajob interview than ads in this series will cover the
or electrical engineering. The waste your interview time try- two remaining areas.
next you're faced with a maze of ing to learn about them. We also have a handy guide
job functions you don't fully un- Basically, engineering at GE that explains all three areas. For
derstand. And that often are (and many other companies) can a free copy, just write: General
called different names by differ- be divided into three areas. Electric, Dept. AK-l, 570 Lex-
ent companies. Developing and designing prod- ington Avenue, New York, New

General Electric employs ucts and systems. Manufac- York 10022.

Basic/Applied for taking their designs through initial pro-
Research Engflneering duction to prove they can be manufactured

within cost. Requires a generalist who can
Motivated by a curiosity about nature, the work with many experts, then put all the
basic research engineer works toward uncov- pieces together to make a product. From
ering new knowledge and understanding of power plants to toasters.Output is schemat-
physical phenomena (like the behavior of ics, drawings, performance and materials
magnetic materials). From this data base, specs, test instructions and results, etc.
the applied research engineer takes basic Pdt Producti
principles and applies them to a particular ro DC. ro. DC Ion
need ~r problem (such ~s in- Engineering
creasing the energy available Production engineers in-
from a permanent magnet). terface between the
Output IS aimed at a market- design engineer and
able Item: Both work In manufacturing people.
laboratories and advanced .' They interpret the product
degrees are usually required. design intent to

Advance Product manufacturing. Tryey
E• • maintain productionnglneerlng scheduling by trouble-

Advance engineers bridge the gap between. shooting during manu-
science and application. Their job is to facturing and determining deviations from
understand the latest advances in materials, specs. When necessary, they help design
processes, etc., in a product area, then use adaptations of the product. design to I.m-
this knowledge to think up ideas for new or prove quality or lower cost without changing
improved products or to solve technical prob- the essential product features. Requires mti-
lems. They must also prove the technical mate familiarity with production facilities,
feasibility of their ideas through laboratory ••
testing and models. Requires a highly ere- Engineering Management
ative, analytical mind. A pioneering spirit. For oeonle i d i b h . .
And a high level of technical e ertise 0 t- or peop e mtcreste In ott engineering

u . of n functi xp. u work and" management. Engineering man-
p t IS te a unctional model. agers plan and coordinate the work of other

Product Design Engineering engineers. T~ey might ov~rsee product devel-
opment, design, production, testmg or other

Design engineers at GE pick up where the functions in marketing and manufacturing.
advance engineer leaves off. They take the Requires a strong technical base gained
product idea and transform it into a product through successful engineering work. Sensi-
design that meets given specs and can be tivity to business factors such as cost and ef-
manufactured. Usually, they are responsible ficiency. Plus the ability to work with people..

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer




